Grand Learning
Course Catalog

FALL 2021

REGISTER starting Monday,
September 13th at 8:00 AM
Classes start on October 4th
Save these pages...there won’t be any catalogs!
Please see our website for further information about registration,
class details, and instructor biographies. (grandlearning.org)
To register, visit the Grand Learning website and click
LoginRegister to access your account or create a new account.
If you forgot your password, please call Grand Learning to reset
it. Please do not create another account. Call 623-546-7470
NOTE: Some classes are offered on ZOOM only. For
ZOOM classes, the link will be sent to your email address
on file no later than 1 day prior to class start. Please call
the GL office before the day of class if you have not
received the link and it will be resent. Credit will not
be issued for missing class due to Zoom links.*

FALL 2021
THE BASICS OF MIXING LIVE SOUND

Larry Dirksen/Patrick Watts
Meets 4 times on Mon/Fri 10/4, 10/8, 10/11, 10/18
9:00 AM - 12:30 PM
FEE $10
Sound Engineers work in theaters, concert halls and sporting arenas,
radio, TV and recording studios, meeting rooms, houses of worship,
hotels, casinos and night clubs, and many more places. They
capture, manipulate and transmit voices, music and other sounds to
audiences small and large, both nearby and far away. This course
will focus on the five most important aspects of mixing live sound
for theater and concert applications. Participants should be
comfortable with the basic operation of typical sound systems
including choosing sound sources and deploying microphones,
mixers, amplifiers and speakers. Gain setting strategy, gating,
equalization, compression and effects will all get detailed attention.
We will include some theory but most of the course will place
heavy emphasis on “hands on” learning. At the conclusion of the
course, participants can expect to have a good understanding of how
audio engineers go about shaping sound for directors and audiences.
For those interested in putting this knowledge to work, there will be
an opportunity to join the sound team for a production with the
Music Club or the Drama and Comedy Club. Class is 9:00 - 12:30
pm on 10/4, Fri 10/8, Mon 10/11, Mon 10/18
UNDERSTANDING CHINESE HISTORY &
CULTURE

David Rosenberg
Meets 3 times on Mon 10/4 -10/18
2:00 PM - 3:30 PM
FEE $25
We will discuss the very earliest history of China and it’s founding
and their three major philosophies. This will help us understand the
big difference between our world view and how we think, and how
the Chinese perceive their world. It is fascinating to realize how
little we understand their world and culture.

CURRENT EVENTS ROUNDTABLE

Phil Axelrod
Meets 13 times on Tue 10/5 - 12/28
8:00 AM - 9:30 AM OR 9:30 AM - 11:00 AM
FEE $30
Let's meet weekly to discuss the current events of the day. Be
prepared to actively participate as we debate the pros and cons of
the topics selected by the group. Each participant is encouraged to
bring an item or topic currently in the public's eye. We are not
limited to political items for discussion. At the beginning of each
session, I will poll the group for topics. Once we have a complete
list we will vote on all topics and the one garnering the most votes
will be the first topic discussed at each meeting. Lively discussions
will ensue, followed by resolutions. If you enjoy brisk and vigorous
debate, this is the group for you.
HOME AUTOMATION BASICS

Tony Spata
Meets 1 time on Tue 10/5
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
FEE $10
This presentation provides foundational information, in a mostly
non-technical format, on how to integrate automated lighting, door
locks, temperature control, garage door monitoring, smoke/carbon
monoxide detectors and other devices in a unified manner to
achieve a “Smart” home. It also goes into “what they don’t tell
you” in those slick ads that imply all you need to do is talk into
your TV’s remote control (or similar device) and things magically
happen.
AARP SMART DRIVERS

Doreen, AARP
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Meets 1 time on Thur 10/7
(also Dec 20)
9:00 AM - 1:00 PM
This one-day 4 hour course may earn you a 10% discount for 3
years on your auto insurance (contact your insurance agent to be
sure). But even if it doesn't, it will make you more aware of your
actions as a driver and how to stay safer on the roads. There is a
$20 materials charge for students who are AARP members and
$25 for non-members that is paid by cash or check made out to
AARP and given directly to the instructor. Be sure to bring your
Driver's License to class.
BRAIN LONGEVITY AND
YOGA

Donna Schnoor
Meets 1 time on Fri 10/8
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
FEE $15
We will explore the 4 Pillars of Alzheimer's prevention and how it
can be prevented through lifestyle choices and consistent prudent
choices.
PAINTING WITH ALCOHOL INK

Lesley Cowles
Meets 1 time on Fri 10/8 (also Dec 17)
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM
FEE $10 +
Come and participate in one of the latest, fastest growing mediums
in the art world: Alcohol Ink! You will be delighted with the
colorful, flowing properties of ink and be surprised and pleased

Century! LED's have rendered incandescent and compact
fluorescent lamps obsolete. Electronic lighting controls are now
capable of not only Off-and-On functions, but are fully automated
for either pre-scheduled, voice or wireless operation. This class
will present an in-depth examination of how to select appropriate
LED lights, and the controls required to achieve their maximum
benefit. It's recommended (but not required) that you know the
material in the Home Automation for Beginners Class.

with your creations. Instructor Lesley Cowles will teach you
various techniques that will make you proud of your art. Don't
miss this fun class! No artistic experience or talent necessary.
ALL SUPPLIES ARE PROVIDED. (YOU MAY WANT TO
BRING DISPOSABLE GLOVES AND AN APRON) + There
is an additional fee of $40 for instructor/supplies which must be
paid in advance at the Grand Learning office (cash/check).
BEGINNING MEDITATION FOR
MENTAL RESILIENCE

AMERICA'S UNDECLARED WARS: 1945 -PRESENT
(ZOOM online only)

Holly Costa
Meets 1 time on Mon 10/11
9:00 AM – 10:30 AM

Dr. Bonnie Saunders
FEE $10

Meets 5 times on Zoom:
Thur 10/14 - 11/11
2:30 PM - 4:00 PM
FEE $30
All of the wars that the U.S. has
fought since World War II have
been undeclared: Korea, 1950-53;
Vietnam, 1964-75; Persian Gulf,
1991; Afghanistan, 2001 –
present; Iraq, 2003 – present. This class explores the causes,
fighting and impact of these wars.

Meets 1 time on Tue 10/12
2:00 PM - 3:30 PM
FEE $10
Meditation is being attentive to the fluctuations of your mind.
Most of the time, we completely identify with our own thoughts,
meaning there is no separation between the thoughts and the
thinker. Meditation begins to break down this relationship. Our
class will explore simple techniques to begin a regular
meditation practice and find support among others trying to do
the same thing.

SEA WATER DESALINATION

Jeff Gibbs

EVERYTHING YOU MUST KNOW BEFORE GOING
SOLAR

Meets 4 times on Thur 10/14—11/4
4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
FEE $30
The year 2021 has been a year of considerable concern with regard
to the adequacy of our water supplies – both in Sun City Grand and
in Arizona as a whole. Yet most of the focus has been on how to
get us thru just the next 3-5 years without severe water restrictions.
There has been little focus to date regarding the need for the longterm, structural changes which will be needed to ensure water
sustainability for our community in the next decade and beyond.
One of the solutions which has been suggested is the creation of
large-scale infrastructure to desalinate ocean sea water for use in
supporting our life here in the desert. This course will enable Sun
City Grand members and other interested parties to understand how
this solution might assist us in achieving long-term sustainable
water supplies:
Session I - Water Sustainability and The Colorado River Basin This session will provide an overview of the current water issues in
the Colorado River Basin and the Valley of the Sun in Arizona.
Session II - This session will explore the various solutions which
have been proposed to ensure our long-term water future, focusing
on the possibility of sea water desalination.
Session III - This session will provide an overview of how other
countries and other states have deployed this solution as a part of
their portfolio of water supply options. Session IV – The final
session will take a look at activities to date to consider this solution
here in Arizona along with suggesting some of the challenges which
would need to be overcome for its widespread implementation.

Michael Shepp
Meets 1 time on Tue 10/12
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
FEE $10
Knowledge is power. Learn everything you must know before
you ever invite a home solar installer into your home. Seniors
are the target of scams and fraudulent solar
installers. Presented by the home solar
instructor with Rio Salado College along with
PORA. By the end of this class you will be
more knowledgeable than a solar salesman!
VALLEY FEVER - EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
KNOW

Pat White
Meets 1 time on Wed 10/13
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
FEE $10
You will learn everything about Valley Fever from the day it
was discovered about 120 years ago to where the cure and
vaccine stand currently for both humans and animals. This
lecture will help you to protect yourself, spouse, family, friends
and pets. You will know more about VF than most of the
doctors in Arizona!
LED LIGHTING AND ELECTRONIC LIGHTING
CONTROLS

Tony Spata
Meets 1 time on Thur 10/14
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
FEE $10
Have you gone to Home Depot or Lowe's lately to buy a "60
Watt light bulb"? How about Best Buy that has multiple shelves
devoted to not only lights that can change their color, but also
controls for them that are either wireless or voice
activated? Welcome to lighting and their controls in the 21st

GEORGIA O'KEEFFE

Allen Reamer
Meets 1 time on Fri 10/15
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
FEE $15
In this talk Georgia O’Keeffe’s life and art will be discussed year
by year. We will see how her painting style changed, when it
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Dying is a serious and complicated business. None of us want to
think about the day we are going to die, but those we leave behind
will hope and pray that we do. Probate courts are inundated with
cases resulting from a lack of planning. Don't let death catch you OR
your loved ones unprepared. Planned speakers will include an estateplanning attorney and Hospice of the Valley. Charlotte Fox's
workbook, "And Then There Was One" is a 265 page workbook
guide to aid in end-of-life planning, using step-by-step checklists
and nearly 70 forms, to protect and make the transition easier for
your survivors. It spells out what needs to be taken care of before
and after a death. Workbook cost FEE $25 (optional).

changed, where it changed, and why. You will discover how
sickness influenced her life at critical times and how specific people
helped her career. We discuss her works of art. Some of her work
will be discussed in detail.
HOW TYPE 2 DIABETES CAN BE POTENTIALLY
REVERSED

Dr. Edelita Jamis
Meets 1 time on Fri 10/15
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
FEE $10
This class will bust common myths
about type 2 diabetes mellitus, such as
“you can never get off insulin” or “once
you are diagnosed with type 2 diabetes, you have diabetes forever”.
This disease has affected so many Americans who are now relying
on multiple medications, including insulin. Yet, the complications of
this chronic condition long-term are not slowing down at all. The
reason is that there has always been a disconnect in how we
understand diabetes. This class will show you how people with
diabetes are now gaining control of their disease, leading to
reduction or even discontinuation of medications, including insulin.
* See Smoothie and Sandwich Duo class in November *

ASTRONOMY PART ONE (PART TWO STARTS 11/17)

Joseph Aibinder
Meets 4 times on Wed 10/20 - 11/10
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
FEE $30
The course begins with the basic science of astronomy and evolution
of telescopes to the discovery of the big bang creation of the
universe, the development and life cycle of the stars and sun, to their
death in supernovas and their remnants as white dwarfs, neutron
stars, pulsars and black holes. The course is highly visual with the
use of images from the great ground based and space based
telescopes and videos/simulations from NASA, ESA and leading
universities. New space programs like Artemis that will be bringing
humanity to the moon and Mars will also be explored.

RESILIENCE OF BIBLICAL
PROPORTIONS

Rabbi Sheldon Moss
Meets 2 times on Mon 10/18 - 10/25
11:30 AM - 1:00 PM
FEE $20
Israel has always sat at the crossroads of
major civilizations. This strategic location
fostered international commerce and communication… as well as
collisions between super powers that periodically left the nation
feeling torn apart and broken. Ancient Prophets guided their
people through calamities and collective trauma by first examining
the social conditions that made Ancient Israel vulnerable to attack.
The Prophets then inspired their nation with positive visions of a
common future.

JOURNEY INTO WRITING

Nancy Garmley/Jude Williams
Meets 5 times on Thur 10/21 - 11/18
9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
FEE $30
Baffled, bored, or intimidated by writing? Fear not. Here's your
chance to take a journey into writing. We will have fun as well as
stimulate the creative process of writing within you. Everyone has
something to say. Be ready to dip your toes into the writing water
and get started. Participants will practice some writing rules,
indulge in mini-writing activities, collaborate with others, and enjoy
the art of writing with us! Everyone has a unique voice, come find
yours!

HOW TO NAVIGATE THROUGH MEDICARE

Brian Keep
Meets 1 time on Tue 10/19 (also offered in November)
9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
FEE $10
The intent of this class is to help people
understand how Medicare works. Defining
what Part A B cover, how and when to take
Part D, what is the donut hole?. These are
questions many people have about
Medicare. The class will explain what the
difference is between a Medigap policy
(Supplement) and a Part C (HMO, Medicare Advantage). The class
will define what circumstances can help determine why you may
pick one type of plan over another as well as one insurance company
over another. Everyone's scenario is different whether they are
currently in Medicare or entering into Medicare for the first time.

CULINARY MYSTERY BOOK &
FOOD CLUB

Nancy Judge
Meets 1 time on Thur 10/21
12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
FEE $15
Do you love to read and do you love to eat?
Then this is the class for you! Culinary
mysteries are a literary genre that usually
includes recipes within the book and many of the characters are
cooks, chefs, or caterers. Join Nancy when she presents Lucy
Burdette's book Death on the Menu, and enjoy several cuban dishes
from the book. Even if you're clueless in the kitchen or haven't read
the book, it's a great opportunity to taste some recipes to die for!

END-OF-LIFE READINESS

Charlotte Fox
Meets 1 time on Zoom: Tue 10/19
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM
FEE $15
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VERMEER: HIS LIFE AND PAINTINGS

GINGERTALKS: BOB DYLAN UNTANGLED

Allen Reamer

Ginger Swartz

Meets 2 times on Fri 10/22 - 10/29
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
FEE $20
Today Jan Vermeer’s paintings are among the most loved and he is
one of the most well-known Dutch painters. During his life he was
not that well known due to the small number of paintings he
produced and the small number of collectors. We will cover the
society he lived in, his life and, as much as time allows, analyze
each of his paintings in detail. This will include the ‘Girl with the
Pearl Earring’. Who was she? How did he paint the earring? We
will also discuss Dutch perspective and Italian Renaissance
perspective.

Meets 1 time on Tue 10/26
11:30 AM - 1:00 PM
FEE $15
For many of us who grew up in the 60s, Bob Dylan is a prophet. To
others, he’s an aggravation to be ignored as music and discounted as
a poet. This class will focus on Dylan as literature, from the freeform poetry of his book, Tarantula, and his memoir, Chronicles:
Volume One, to his ballads and poetry. We’ll talk about his
influences, from T.S. Elliot to John Steinbeck and Jack Kerouac.
We’ll discover what literary scholars and critics say about selections
from the more than 600 songs he has written and focus on several of
his “poem songs,” from Hey Mr. Tambourine Man (1965) to his
2020 release, Crossing the Rubicon.

FOR GOD, GOLD, AND GLORY: THE CORONADO
EXPEDITION, 1540-42

WILL ROGERS: THE
CONSCIENCE OF AMERICA

Jim Turner

Ken Sorensen

Meets 1 time on Fri 10/22
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
FEE $15
Sixty-seven years before America’s first European settlement at
Jamestown, Spanish Conquistador Francisco Vasquez de Coronado
lead four hundred Spaniards and more than 1,000 Indian allies more
than 2,000 miles from central Mexico to the middle of Kansas in
search of the Seven Cities of Gold. Using original reports and more
than a century of scholarly research on the expedition, Arizona
historian Jim Turner covers every detail of the two-year journey,
including maps and pictures of crossbow darts on display at the
Floyd County Museum in the Texas Panhandle.

Meets 1 time on Tue 10/26
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
FEE $15
Will Rogers was a popular cowboy
-turned-entertainer in the early
1900s. He was one of the most
well-known celebrities during the
1920s and 1930s. He was born in 1879 on a ranch that was part of
the Cherokee Nation in Oklahoma. During his life he traveled the
world three times, returning to America in the early 1900's when his
career really took off. Come and hear his rags to riches story.

TELLING YOUR LIFE STORY (ZOOM online only)

SO YOU DON'T LIKE POETRY?

Helen Swan

Carol Bland

Meets 6 times on Zoom: Mon 10/25 - 11/29
2:00 PM - 3:30 PM
FEE $30
In this class, students will learn different structures for both
autobiographies and memoirs. Each week, writing tips for
autobiography creation and refining your writing will be offered.
Writing skills taught will include Beginnings and Endings, Show,
Don’t Tell, Description of Place and other helpful skills.

Meets 3 times on Wed 10/27 - 11/10
9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
FEE $20
Have you been suffering from a poetry
hangover since your high school English
class? Have you sometimes felt that poetry
was too pretentious, too detached from
ordinary life and generally not worth the effort? Then accept this
invitation to experience poetry in a new way. Poetry, like all art, is a
shared experience, and it depends on the readers' personal reactions
and thoughts to give it meaning and make it come alive. So no
poetry lectures will be given here, no attempts to beat a confession
from a poem to find out "what it really means." We will use a
shared inquiry method of discussion and learn from each other,
discovering some surprises, some laughter and fun, and even some
new insights as we explore together and celebrate the power, the
beauty, and the magic and mischief of words. Come join us on this
adventure!

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF AL JOLSON

Steven Rothschild
Meets 1 time on Tue 10/26
9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
FEE $10
Hear all about the life and times of Al Jolson. Presented by Steven
Rothschild.

MODERN CONTEMPORARY WOMEN

Allen Reamer
Meets 3 times on Fri 10/29 - 11/12
1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
FEE $25
We will cover Modern and Contemporary art styles practiced by
women artists. You will see images of their painting and sculpture.
We will discuss their lives and their art. We will cover the
characteristic of each style and the similarities and differences of
each artist within each style. We will begin with Surrealism and
continue to the Pattern and Decoration style.
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opportunity for hands-on instruction following the presentation.
Don’t have a library card? Get one free with photo ID and proof of
residence. Sponsored by Maricopa County Library District.

PLANT-BASED SMOOTHIE & SANDWICH DUO

Dr. Edelita Jamis
Meets 1 time on Mon 11/1
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM
FEE $15
Because of the growing scientific evidence that proves the
unsurpassed power of plants in preventing, treating, and potentially
reversing chronic disease, the call to shift towards plant-based eating
has been deafening. Yet, many are hesitant to change due to a lack
of confidence, experience, and time to prepare plant-based foods.
This class will feature a quick and easy-to-prepare healthy smoothie
and sandwich. This will be a fun activity- attendees will get a handson experience and eat what they prepared. Join us and take this first
bold step to a healthier you.

PLAY THE GUITAR TO SING A SONG

David Durham
Meets 6 times on Tue 11/2 - 12/7
4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
FEE $30
Guitar class for those who can play at least a
little but have not done so for some time. You
will learn to play the guitar while singing a song.
BASIC MANNERS FOR YOUR DOG

Cynthia Fox
BRITISH POETRY OF WORLD WAR I

Dr. Ruth Callahan

Meets 6 times on Wed 11/3 - 12/15
10:00 AM - 11:00 AM
FEE $25
Can your dog sit, stay, lie down, be quiet, wait and walk politely on
a leash? If not, this is the class for you. Bring a 6 foot leash and lots
of tiny, tasty, smelly treats.

LED
CEL

CAN

Meets 1 time on Mon 11/1
1:30 PM - 3:00 PM
FEE $15
This class will read a selection of British war poetry up to and
including WWI. The British poets of WWI had a rich treasury of
poetry upon which to draw, but the poetry they themselves wrote is
truly remarkable in its power and majesty. (Many of the poems will
be illustrated.) The intention of the class is also to draw attention to
a wider context for these poems, to provide a moment to consider
November 11, which is of course Veterans Day, the American day
of observance.

NOSEWORK FOR YOUR DOG

Cynthia Fox
Meets 6 times on Wed 11/3 - 12/15
11:15 AM - 12:15 PM
FEE $25
Work with your dog on a natural skill to develop mental stimulation,
fun and teamwork. You can do this indoors or outside anywhere.
Bring a 6 foot leash and lots of tiny, tasty, smelly treats.

WESTERN CIVILIZATION: ROME, THE REPUBLIC ERA 750 TO 27 BCE

Salvatore DiLiberto
Meets 4 times on Tue 11/2 - 11/23
9:00 AM - 12:00 PM
FEE $25
Continuing a traditional chronology of Western Civilization, our
next chapter takes us to the pinnacle, of classical cultures, that of the
civilization of Rome. In this course we will survey the events of

IS MY ESTATE PLAN IN ORDER? (ZOOM online only)

Mary Nykamp
Meets 3 times on Zoom: Thur 11/4 - 11/18
9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
FEE $20
Do you have all of the necessary documents in place to allow
someone to have access to necessary information and make medical
and financial decisions for you if you become incapacitated? Will
your assets pass at death as you intend? Will probate be required?
Do I need a Trust? Mary A. Nykamp, an experienced attorney in the
Sun City area, will answer these questions and more. This course
will cover Last Wills and Testaments, dying without a Will in
Arizona, the importance of asset entitlement, various Powers of
Attorney and Trusts.

the Roman Republic Era from its Etruscan origins to the
accession of Octavian who will become Augustus Caesar, the
first emperor of the Roman Empire. Some of these events
include: Rome’s conquest of the Italian Peninsula; the wars and
triumphs in Western Europe; Roman overseas expansion
throughout the Mediterranean Sea; and the civil wars of the late
Republic culminating with the rise and fall of Julius Caesar with
cameo appearances from Brutus, Cleopatra, and Marc Antony.
During the Republic Era, Rome will develop its many lasting
achievements such as architecture and building, government, law,
military organization, and a complex system of roads all of which
led to Rome. In addition to lectures, course readings and
discussion, we’ll rely on a varied selection of audio/visual
resources to emphasize life at the time.

LEARN TO PLAY NATIVE AMERICAN FLUTE

Laura Lee Perkins
Meets 4 times on Thur 11/4 - 12/2
11:30 AM - 1:00 PM
FEE $30
If you have a 6-hole Native American flute in the key of G, you can
use it. If not, you can purchase one from the instructor for $70 + a
FLUTE TUTOR Book/Cd ( $20) at the first class. (Due to COVID,
flutes cannot be loaned out to students.) No musical background is
required. We'll use a simple, finger-numbering method. Most folks
can play several songs by the end of the first class. Laura Lee
Perkins, MS (flute professor, 5x U.S. National Parks Artist-inResidence, professional performer) will be your instructor.

LIBRARY E-BOOKS AND
MORE!

John Faser
Meets 1 time on Tue 11/2
1:30 PM - 3:00 PM
FREE
Enjoy digital library materials on your mobile device or PC. Choose
from eBooks, audiobooks, videos, music and magazines. The
instructor will provide an overview of available services, with an
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FRENCH IMPRESSIONISTS

THE 60’S: SIMON & GARFUNKEL (ZOOM online only)

Allen Reamer

Vinnie Bruno

Meets 1 time on Fri 11/5
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
FEE $15
Impressionistic paintings continue to be loved. While painters
Monet and Renoir are well known, we will focus on the great but
less know Impressionists: Sisley, Pissarro, Bazille, Caillebotte, and
Jongking. We will discuss their lives and their paintings. We will
begin with Sisley and continue until we run out of time.

Meets 1 time on Zoom: Thur 11/11
11:00 AM - 1:00 PM
FEE $15
We will travel with the most successful folk/rock duo as they craft
hit singles and albums while establishing themselves as
counterculture icons of the 60s. Our journey will start with their
early recordings in high school to their folk/rock anthem "Sound of
Silence" through their love/hate relationship dealing with personal
and artistic issues to their classic "Bridge Over Troubled Waters".
We will also briefly explore highlights from their solo careers.

ALL ABOUT YOUR IRRIGATION
SYSTEM

Jim Kauth

WATER SUSTAINABILITY FOR SURPRISE

Meets 1 time on Fri 11/5
3:30 PM - 5:30 PM
FEE $10
Irrigation systems can be confusing. Do you need help? Join Jim
Kauth, Certified Landscape Water Manager, to learn everything you
need to know! This class will cover the basics and includes handson training. Participants will program a controller and do some
irrigation repairs. You will learn: Components of an Irrigation
System; How an irrigation controller works; How to program the
controller; How to troubleshoot and make simple repairs to an
irrigation system. This class will benefit all Sun City Grand
residents. Refreshments will be served. You won’t want to miss it!

Jeff Gibbs
Meets 2 times on Thur 11/11 - 11/18
4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
FEE $20
The year 2021 has been a time of intense planning for sustainable
water supplies for the Surprise area. During this period, the City of
Surprise has been working with a consultant to update its Water
Resource Master Plan as well as to prepare itself for the future
updating of its Comprehensive Plan for the City’s development.
With the Surprise area projected to grow to something like a quarter
of a million people in the years ahead, this work is critical for
ensuring our quality of life during the next decade and beyond. This
course will enable Sun City Grand members and other interested
parties to understand the issues which have been discussed in this
updating of the Water Resource Master Plan, which will serve as the
framework for the continued growth and development of Surprise
and the surrounding area: Session I - The Water Picture for
Surprise: This session will examine the current situation with regard
to the water supply portfolio for the Surprise Planning Area,
including the EPCOR service area. What are the various sources of
supply for our water and what are the prospects for their continued
viability in the years ahead? Session II - This session will provide
an overview of the planning which has taken place during 2021 to
ensure sustainable water supplies for the Surprise area for the next
decade and beyond.

HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR DESERT
LANDSCAPE

Carol Komassa
Meets 2 times on Mon 11/8 - 11/15
8:30 AM - 10:00 AM
FEE $20
"Southwest Desert Gardening" is very different to anywhere in the
world! Is your yard looking "status quo" or boring? Are you relying
on your Landscaper to take care of your yard? Let's learn what is
beneficial and recommended for your plants, shrubs, trees and cacti
based on science and the recommendations of ASU Master
Gardeners. Irrigation will also be covered as well as some container
gardening. This class is taught by Carol Komassa, a certified and
licensed Master Gardener, Maricopa County.

RUSSIAN ARCHITECTURE FOR TRAVELERS
THE 20'S INTO THE GREAT DEPRESSION

Allen Reamer

Ken Sorensen

Meets 2 times on Fri 11/12 - 11/19
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
FEE $20
Are you thinking about going to Russia? Are you enjoying travel
from your own home? Are you wondering what to see? Are you
wondering how to see what you are looking at? This lecture aims to
increase your enjoyment and knowledge of looking at Russian
architecture. We will cover major Russian buildings in and around
Moscow and St. Petersburg. We will also cover the construction and
architectural parts of Russian churches. If you have been to Russia
or are not planning to go, this lecture saves you the hassle of packing
while increasing your knowledge and enjoyment of Russian
architecture.

Meets 1 time on Mon 11/8
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
FEE $15
Our country went from great accomplishments to the depths of
financial ruin in one decade. What happened? Come and hear about
Prohibition, the Flappers, the 19th Amendment, the agricultural
struggles and what got us into the Great Depression. Who was
involved and what did they do? Come and hear about the stories of
that decade.
REVERSE MORTGAGE 101, PITFALLS AND BENEFITS

Rex Duffin
Meets 1 time on Tue 11/9
1:30 PM - 3:00 PM
FEE $10
We will discuss the pros and cons of the controversial product
known as the reverse mortgage. Presented in a fun way, this class
will dispel prevalent rumors about the product. After attending, the
student will understand who would be a good candidate and who
would not be.
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HOW TO NAVIGATE THROUGH MEDICARE

WEST VALLEY SYMPHONY 2021-2022

Brian Keep

Maestro Cal Kellogg
Meets 1 time on Mon 11/15
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Meets 1 time on Tue 11/16
1:30 PM - 3:00 PM
FEE $10
The intent of this class is to help people understand how Medicare
works. Defining what Part A B cover, how and when to take Part
D, what is the donut hole?. These are questions many people have
about Medicare. The class will explain what the difference is
between a Medigap policy (Supplement) and a Part C (HMO,
Medicare Advantage). The class will define what circumstances can
help determine why you may pick one type of plan over another as
well as one insurance company over another. Everyone's scenario
is different whether they are currently in Medicare or entering into
Medicare for the first time.

FREE

Maestro Cal Stewart Kellogg will introduce the 2021-2022 West
Valley Symphony Season.

BLUES HARMONICA

Larry Regen

ASTRONOMY PART TWO

Meets 6 times on Mon 11/15 - 12/13
3:30 PM - 5:00 PM
FEE $35
This is an opportunity for beginners to learn blues harmonica. We
will cover how to get single notes, bends and blues riffs/fills. The
instructor is a full-time musician and harmonica teacher with years
of stage, teaching, and studio experience. Required: 10 hole diatonic
harmonica key "C". Suggest purchasing "DaBell Story" brand
harmonica as an economical quality instrument. Supplier is
Rockinronsmusicsd.com or phone (858)566-9545. Price is about
$38 including shipping with 2-4 day delivery.

Joseph Aibinder
Meets 4 times on Wed 11/17 - 12/15
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
FEE $30
Using telescopes and interplanetary space probes and advanced
simulations the solar system’s formation, evolution, its major and
minor planets and moons, asteroids, and comets will be explored.
Going beyond our solar system to nearby star systems and their
planets will lead to distant galaxies, clusters and giant structures.
New ideas about dark matter, dark energy and the evolution of the
universe and the concept of the multiverse will be explored. Finally
the search for extraterrestrial life and intelligence (SETI) will be
reviewed.

MILITARY WIVES IN EARLY ARIZONA
(ZOOM online only)

Jan Cleere
Meets 1 time on Zoom: Tue 11/16
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
FEE $15
When the US Army ordered troops into Arizona Territory in the
19th century to protect and defend newly established settlements,
military men often brought their wives and families, particularly
officers who might be stationed in the west for years. Most of the
women were from refined, eastern-bred families with little
knowledge of the territory. Their letters, diaries, and journals from
their years on army posts reveal untold hardships and challenges.
They learned to cope with the sparseness, the heat, sickness, and
danger, including wildlife they never imagined. These women were
bold, brave, and compassionate. They became an integral part of
military posts that peppered the West and played an important role
in civilizing the untamed frontier. Combined with research tracing
their movements from post to post, their personal stories personify
the tragedies and triumphs many early military wives endured.

HISTORY OF IMMIGRATION LAW IN THE U.S.
(ZOOM online only)

Dr. Bonnie Saunders
Meets 4 times on Zoom: Thur 11/18 - 12/16
2:30 PM - 4:00 PM
FEE $30
What laws has Congress passed to address various immigration
issues and concerns? When was the first such law passed? What are
the similarities and differences between the perceptions and the
realities of the immigrant experience of 100-200 years ago and those
of today?
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ARIZONA GOES TO THE MOVIES

MYSTERIES OF LIFE: UNDERSTANDING OURSELVES
AND THE MEANING OF OUR LIVES

Jim Turner
Meets 1 time on Fri 11/19
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
FEE $15
For more than a century the Grand
Canyon State has been a prime filming
location for not only Westerns but
Biblical epics, science fiction movies,
romances, comedies, and even musicals.
From Douglas Fairbanks movie shoots
in Nogales in 1917 to Kurt Russell’s
Tombstone in 1993, Arizona has been
many producers’ photogenic favorite
location. Retired Arizona Historical
Society historian Jim Turner has created
a thoroughly researched two-hour course
full of anecdotes and movie images
including classic posters, studio promo pics, and some behind the
scenes shots as well. No matter where you grew up, you’ll probably
take a trip down memory lane when you see this show, remembering
where you were when you first saw Arizona’s amazing landscapes
on the big screen at the local movie theater.

Rabbi Irwin Wiener

FLOWER ARRANGING 101

VICARIOUS TRAVELS: COLONIAL MEXICO

Carol Komassa

Terri Dion

Meets 1 time on Mon 11/22
9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
FEE $15
A Mobile Flower Bar will bring all fresh flowers, vases and supplies
needed to create a gorgeous bouquet with simple step-by-step
instructions. We will learn about the flowers, florist tricks on
assembly, and how to keep a bouquet fresh for weeks in our dry
Arizona air! NOTE: There is an additional cost of $30 for
supplies. Cash payment may be brought to the Grand Learning
office no later than 1 week prior to class. Due to the nature of this
class, no refunds or credits will be issued. If you registered and
cannot attend, you may give or sell your spot to someone else – just
let us know.

Meets 1 time on Tue 11/30
1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
FEE $10
Join Stan and Shirley Bormann in San Miguel de Allende,
Guanajuato and Queretaro in Mexico’s central highlands. Enjoy the
charms of these three cities, all designated UNESCO World
Heritage Sites. San Miguel de Allende, named “The Best City in the
World” in 2017 and 2018 by Travel Leisure magazine, is a charming
city known for its baroque Spanish architecture, thriving arts scene
and cultural festivals. Guanajuato’s houses seem to tumble down
the hillside in many different colors. And, many of Queretaro’s
stone buildings date back to the 17th and 18th century. There’s even
a working aqueduct with 74 arches. Join them vicariously for a visit
to Colonial Mexico!

Meets 3 times on Mon 11/29 - 12/13
12:30 PM - 2:30 PM
FEE $20
Exploring life's mysteries.
Session 1 - The meaning of our existence - a walk through life’s
experiences such as “Why we are here”, "Looking for life’s hidden
secrets” , “The door to light and darkness.” Session 2 - Grief and
Loss - We have witnessed first hand the destructive forces of nature
and humans. How do we deal with loss and how does it affect our
faith? Session 3 - Prayer - its purpose and value.
GOLF: TALES OF INTERESTING PEOPLE & PLACES

Ed Van Cott
Meets 2 times on Tue 11/30 - 12/7
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
FEE $15
There are many extremely interesting but lesser-known individuals
that have revolutionized golf through the design of clubs, balls,
courses, and communities. These stories will expand your
appreciation of their contributions and the influence of golf on the
lives of millions. The material will be presented in two classes.

GINGERTALKS: AND THE BEAT GOES ON

Ginger Swartz

GRAVITY: DON'T LET IT WIN

Meets 1 time on Tue 11/23
2:00 PM - 3:30 PM
FEE $15
The Beat Generation movement began in 1948 and peaked in the
1950s in San Francisco’s North Beach, Los Angeles’ Venice West
and NYC’s Greenwich Village. Founded by writers Jack Kerouac,
Allen Ginsberg and William S. Burroughs, the movement was a
precursor to the “Hippie” movement of the 1960s and left a huge
impact on American literary art, culture and politics after WWII.
This program will focus on Ginsberg, Kerouac and Burroughs and
their contributions to the changing world of the 1950s and 60s in
America.

Nydia Montijo
Meets 1 time on Wed 12/1
9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
FEE $10
This thorough workshop teases out all of the
shocking, little-known causes of FALLS and injury IN YOUR OWN
HOME AND VEHICLE! We will show you how health and selfcare relate to preventing falls and bring safety concepts to life by
virtually going room-by-room throughout a typical residence,
identifying risk factors, and easy, practical fixes to making your
home the safest it can be. We will also show you some life-saving
safety tools you can purchase online for your vehicle as well as
connect you to resources that allow you to try out various products
for free. If your house or car will, at any point welcome an older
adult or young child into its cozy recesses, you need to see this!
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TECHNOLOGY TODAY AND HOW IT IS
EFFECTING OUR WORLD

specifically, is one of the most famous events in Arizona's storied
history. A wagon train of over eighty-five settlers leaving Missouri
in 1850, bound for the promised land of Bashan (California), is
reduced to a single family crossing the Sonoran Desert of western
Arizona. The ensuing massacre of the family, abduction of two of
the daughters and the eventual release of Olive, created a newspaper
sensation throughout the U.S. followed by books, magazines and
lecture tours. Join us as we trace the path of the Oatman family, their
hardships along the trail, encounters with Native American tribes,
Olive's life with the Indians including her subsequent release, and so
much more.

David Rosenberg
Meets 3 times on Thur 12/2 - 12/16
3:00 PM - 4:30 PM
FEE $25
We will discuss how our lives have been changed
by technology and the future challenges that we are facing. We will
also talk about the new AI (Artificial Intelligence) that is
empowering the world.
BERNINI: DEFINING BAROQUE SCULPTURE &
ARCHITECTURE

Allen Reamer

ROOSEVELT & CHURCHILL

Meets 1 time on Fri 12/3
9:00 - 1:00 PM (break at 11 am)
FEE $20
Gian Lorenzo Bernini was the foremost sculptor of his time. Bernini
personified Baroque sculpture as Michelangelo personified High
Renaissance sculpture. We will see how he captured the ‘Baroque
Moment’ in his sculpture. We will discuss what the Baroque style is
and how it compares to the High Renaissance style. In addition to
being a prolific sculptor, he was a painter and innovative architect.
His buildings combined architecture, sculpture, and sometimes
natural light. They were known as bel composto [beautiful whole].
We will discuss his life, view many of his works, and discuss some
of his masterpieces in detail until we run out of time. You will see
how Bernini set the standard for centuries to come.

Ken Sorensen
Meets 1 time on Wed 12/8
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
FEE $15
During the early events of World War II, the two leaders of the most
powerful English speaking nations began to communicate and make
plans and change the course of history. The President and the Prime
Minister met and began to unite against the greatest aggression the
world had ever seen as it was coming out of Nazi Germany and
Imperial Japan. This was not easy because America was very
isolationist. Come and hear about these two titans as they confronted
the most difficult enemies their countries had ever dealt with. Their
stories are amazing.
TASTE OF THE DESERT

Bernadine McCollum

THE SHADOW CATCHERS

Jim Turner

Meets 1 time on Thur 12/9
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM
FEE $40
Learn how to identify, harvest and use
desert beans and fruits. Class includes sampling of 10 or more desert
foods, prickly pear salsa contest and hands on demos.

Meets 1 time on Fri 12/3
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
FEE $15
For more than a century and a half some of the world’s best
photographers focused their lenses on Arizona. In addition to the
renowned Edward S. Curtis, Kate Cory lived with the Hopi and
represented them in photographs and on canvas, while C. S. Fly
gave us the famous Geronimo pictures. In the 20th century Josef
Muench’s pictures brought the movies to Monument Valley,
Dorothea Lange captured Dust Bowl families, Barry Goldwater
depicted Navajo and Hopi culture, and Ansel Adams glorified
Arizona’s skies, canyons, and mesas. This presentation’s powerful
images make the land and its people come alive.

BOB DYLAN REVISITED (80TH BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION) (ZOOM online only)

Vinnie Bruno
Meets 1 time on Zoom: Thur 12/9
10:30 AM - 1:00 PM
FEE $15
This lecture will travel on the road with Bob Dylan as he navigates
through the turbulent decade of 1960’s. From his childhood in
Minnesota, to folk troubadour of Greenwich Village, to his
groundbreaking trilogy (“Bringing It Back Home” “Highway 61”,
“Blonde on Blonde”) to becoming the rock/poet enigma of his time.
Highlights from the post-60’s work (including “Blood on the
Tracks” to his Born-Again Period) will also be briefly explored. We
will discuss his extraordinary artistic achievements as a songwriter,
poet, and cultural icon of the 20th century. Rolling Stone ranks Bob
Dylan’s “Like A Rolling Stone” as the best song of all time. Ginger
Swartz will also join us to discuss Bob Dylan as the poet.

FUNCTIONAL MOBILITY

Donna Schnoor
Meets 1 time on Mon 12/6
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
FEE $15
Functional mobility training can help various components of your
body work together as a whole. These skills enhance body
awareness, balance, and coordination that prevent the risk of
injuries.

THOMAS COLE

THE OLIVE OATMAN STORY

Allen Reamer

Bill Andrews
Meets 3 times on Tue 12/7 - 12/21
1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
FEE $25
The saga of the Oatman family
emigration, and Olive Oatman
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Meets 1 time on Fri 12/10
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
FEE $15
Thomas Cole started the first American art style: The Hudson River
School of Art. This style depicted the beauty and grandeur of the
American landscape. This 19th century art style became so popular
that over sixty painters produced paintings in this style. Cole’s life

and his paintings will be discussed in this class. You will see how
Cole produced the feeling of grandeur and how Cole’s new style and
message differed sharply with the previous painting art style
practiced in America. Some of his paintings will be discussed in
great detail.
REMEMBERING THE HOLOCAUST!

Joel Lassman
Meets 1 time on Fri 12/10
3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
FEE $10
Although the majority of European
Jews were murdered during the
Holocaust, some did survive and
many immigrated to the United States
soon after the war's end. I am the son of two of those survivors. As
their lives were greatly altered by what each of them experienced,
growing up as the son of survivors had a profound impact on my
life. I will talk about events in Germany that led up to the Holocaust,
the horrors my parents witnessed and end my presentation on how
their parenting styles influenced me as I grew to adulthood and who
I am now. Questions will be welcomed at any time during my
presentation.

PAINTING WITH ALCOHOL INK

Lesley Cowles
Meets 1 time on Fri 12/17
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM
FEE $10 +
Come and participate in one of the latest and fastest growing
mediums in the art world: Alcohol Ink! You will be delighted with
the colorful, flowing properties of ink and be surprised and pleased
with your creations. Artist/Instructor Lesley Cowles will teach you
various techniques that will make you proud of your art. Don't miss
this fun class! No artistic experience or talent necessary. ALL
SUPPLIES ARE PROVIDED. (YOU MAY WANT TO BRING
DISPOSABLE GLOVES AND AN APRON) + There is an
additional fee of $40 for instructor and supplies which must be paid
in advance at the Grand Learning office (cash/check).

AARP SMART DRIVERS

3D PRINTING

Doreen, AARP

Larry Laursen
Meets 1 time on Wed 12/15
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
FEE $10
The class will cover the fundamental's of 3D printing as done by the
filament feeding process. It will cover the process and how one
creates models or items for 3D printing. A small machine will be
demonstrated so class members can see a visual representation. This
is an informational class about technology that is used to produce
items for many different uses.
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Meets 1 time on Mon 12/20
9:00 AM - 1:00 PM
This one-day 4 hour course may earn you a 10% discount for 3 years
on your auto insurance (contact your insurance agent to be
sure). But even if it doesn't, it will make you more aware of your
actions as a driver and how to stay safer on the roads.
There is a $20 materials charge for students who are AARP
members and $25 for non-members that is paid by cash or check
made out to AARP and given directly to the instructor. Be sure to
bring your Driver's License to class.

GINGERTALKS: POETRY IN AMERICA POST 9/11

Ginger Swartz
Meets 1 time on Thur 12/16
11:00 AM - 12:30 PM
FEE $15
In the months and years right after 9/11, poetry flooded the
American literary landscape. Original verse came to us nonstop via
the Internet, social media and through traditional book publishing
avenues. Billy Collins, (Poet Laureate 2001-2003 and distinguished
professor at Lehman College/City University of NY) said this
resurgence of poetic creativity happened “Because poetry tells the
story of the human heart.” Poetry gives us stories we need every
day. This program will address examples of modern American
poetry including Billy Collins and Joyce Carol Oates with a nod to
the influential and highly experimental style of Emily Dickinson.

Did You Know?...
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Grand Learning has had approximately
86,000 enrollments since it’s inception in
2001



This semester 13 of our Instructors are
Sun City Grand residents

NOTE: Some classes are offered on ZOOM only. Be sure to
check the class detailsand location.
For ZOOM classes, the link will be sent to your email address on
file no later than 1 day prior to class start. Please call the GL
office before the day of class if you have not received the link and
it will be resent. Credit will not be issued for missing class due to
Zoom links.

Most classes are located in the Havasupai/Maricopa
classroom in the Chaparral Center. Be sure to check class
details for specific class locations and other information.
You will receive an email confirmation after registering
for classes. If you don’t receive an email, there may be a
problem. Check your spam/junk folder or call the Grand
Learning office to make sure your registration was
completed.

*****





Our classrooms may be warm or cold so wear layers!
Please be on time for class...we will give away your seat if
there are waiting hopefuls and class is about to start.
Silence your cell phones in the classroom.
Treat your classmates and instructors with respect.

For information about SCG policy on COVID-19
click HERE

We adhere to the CAM No Refund policy. If you drop a class with more
than 48 hours notice, we will give you class credit only. No credits will
be issued for missing Zoom links. Please call the GL office prior to day
of class if you did not receive the link.
Be aware that the material presented in all SCG Grand Learning classes
is determined at the discretion of the instructor, who is an independent
contractor or volunteer and not an employee or otherwise affiliated with
SCGCA. The course content presented does not necessarily reflect the
views of SCGCA and its Board of Directors.
Courses in the SCG Grand Learning program are provided for
informational purposes only. The information provided should not be
considered complete and should not be relied upon in place of
communication and consultation with appropriate professionals.
SCGCA makes no representations or warranties as to the accuracy,
completeness, or reliability of any information presented in the SCG
Grand Learning program. No legal liability or other responsibility is
accepted by SCGCA for any errors, omissions, or statements by
individual instructors, and SCGCA disclaims any liability or
responsibility for any loss, damage, or adverse effect resulting from
reliance on information presented by an instructor, whether such
damages are direct or indirect, consequential, or special.

If you need assistance with registering, please contact the
Grand Learning office
623-546-7470

623-546-7470
grandlearning.org
Office hours: 8 am - 4 pm
Sun City Grand CAM Activities
19781 N. Remington Dr.
Surprise, AZ 85374
Email: grandlearning@scgcam.com
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